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1. Overview
EPAM Orchestration Framework version 2.0.29 was released on April 27th, 2013. As previous
and always, release is mainly focused on increasing stability and reliability of framework,
nevertheless introducing lots of important new features.
This document introduces you to major new features and improvements, detailed further
below.

2. New Features
2.1.

Custom User Scripts

Are you confused with the complexity of Chef Recipes and requirements of it maintenance?
Well, we completely understand you, you want it the good old simple way. A custom script,
like Batch or PowerShell for Windows and Bash or Shell for Linux. Now you can apply your
own scripts, upload up to 10 of them to Orchestrator, describe them and assign for newly
created instance. Mechanically it works as simple as all other CLI commands. We introduced
3 new commands: ‘or2-upload-script(or2ups)’, ‘or2-describe-scripts(or2ds)’ and ‘or2-deletescript(or2dels)’. Plus, a new parameter is introduced for ‘or2-run-instances’ command to set
the desired script, ‘--script’ Sample execution of these commands can be viewed below.
Describe Scripts:

Figure 1 – sample ‘or2ds’ execution response

Upload Scripts:

Figure 2 – sample ‘or2ups’ execution response
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Delete Scripts:

Figure 3 – sample ‘or2dels’ execution response

Thus resulting in more functionality and flexibility of Orchestration Framework and
convenience of you.

2.2.

Mobile User Interface

How comfortable it is to check for your expenses? With our User Interface it is really easy.
However, we are all mobile now and willing to take our work with us anywhere. Willing to
check emails on the go, view presentations, read documents and from now on – control your
EPAM Private Cloud infrastructure. All UI elements are optimized for mobile devices and you
can feel that for yourself or take a look at screenshots below:

Figure 4 – login page on Mobile UI
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After you login, dashboard looks similar to this:

Figure 5 – dashboard on Mobile UI

Sample billing report for you project will look as follows:

Figure 6 – project billing report on Mobile UI

2.3.

Instance operations scheduler

Thinking of you and your infrastructure expenses, keeping our promises, we introduce you
the instance scheduler.
This functionality brings you the power to control your VMs without actually controlling them
all the time. Just set the timer to power on/ power up for each of them and Orchestrator will
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take care of starting instances at 9.00 AM to start your working day and shutting them down
at 6.30 PM when you leave the office.
As you remember, you only pay for storage, when instances are in stopped state, thus
resulting in cutting on expenses. Here is how it works:


Create schedule (‘or2-create-schedule’) or describe existing ones (‘or2-describeschedules’)



Add instances to schedule (‘or2-schedule-add-instances’)



Delete some of them, if you accidentally added wrong ones (‘or2-schedule-removeinstances’)



Remove the schedule, when no longer used (‘or2-delete-schedule’)

By following instructions and providing required parameters to each command, you can create
a set of flexible schedules to start and stop your instances.

3. Fixes and Improvements
EPAM Cloud Consulting Team has been carefully aggregating and processing user
feedbacks after the previous release. We are, as usual, open for improvements and feature
requests. Most notable improvements and fixes are introduced here, unless you want to see
them all. If you do – look through our Release Notes document for full list.
As we are still not perfect, many more bug fixes have been introduced in this release. We
keep constantly doing our system better and better and more stable and hope, you notice it.

3.1.

User Interface Refreshments

We have made some changes to current User Interface to make it more comfortable and
refreshed. ‘Events’ Tab has been renamed to ‘Audit’ to reflect the essence of actions. Along
that, Dashboard has been refreshed:

Figure 7 – refreshed UI Dashboard
EPAM SYSTEMS
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3.2.

VM status changes

Since now on we have implemented a more user-friendly way to show actual state of VMs
that you are waiting for.


‘starting’ – reflects VM currently being created or sits in queue;



‘error + errorDescription’ –reflects any malfunction in system and states that for some
reason VM was not created or put to queue;

3.3.

Overall speed boost

Yet again we continue to improve some under-the-hood stuff, which directly affects user
performance in a positive way. Instances run faster, volumes attach quicker and everything
else is boosted.
Improvements on infrastructure and virtualization layers, along with code refactoring has
boosted VM launch time noticeably.
… and many others. For full list of those, please see our Release Notes document.
As always, we welcome you to check out our constantly updated documentation section at
Knowledge Base - EPAM Private Cloud/Documentation.
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